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ABSTRACT

Digital watermarking technology is adequate for copyright protection and content authentication. There needs to
be more research on the watermarking algorithm after printing and scanning. Aiming at the problem that existing
anti-print scanning text image watermarking algorithms cannot take into account the invisibility and robustness of
the watermark, an anti-print scanning watermarking algorithm suitable for text images is proposed. This algorithm
first performs a series of image enhancement preprocessing operations on the printed scanned image to eliminate
the interference of incorrect bit information on watermark embedding and then uses a combination of Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT)-Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to embed the watermark. Experiments show
that the average Normalized Correlation (NC) of the watermark extracted by this algorithm against attacks such as
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression, JPEG2000 compression, and print scanning is above 0.93.
Especially, the average NC of the watermark extracted after print scanning attacks is greater than 0.964, and the
average Bit Error Ratio (BER) is 5.15%. This indicates that this algorithm has strong resistance to various attacks
and print scanning attacks and can better take into account the invisibility of the watermark.
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1 Introduction

Digital watermarking technology directly embeds copyright information into the data, achieving
the invisibility and security of the data, thus completing the goal of protecting copyright. Digital
watermarking technology can be divided into two categories: spatial domain and frequency domain.
Spatial domain watermarking is a modification based on pixel position. Watermarking technology
based on frequency domain embeds watermark information into corresponding the frequency coef-
ficients through frequency domain transformation [1]. This technology has better concealment and
robustness. With the development of e-commerce, the dissemination and development of text images
are becoming faster and faster.
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Printing and scanning are important ways to disseminate text images [2] and are common ways to
leak and misappropriate text image information. Text image watermarking technology hides copyright
information in text images. It provides an effective solution for text image copyright authentication
[3] by extracting the watermark to verify the copyright when there is a copyright conflict. Digital
watermarking text images resistant to printing and scanning [4] effectively solves text information
security. The watermarking system should meet the requirements of both invisibility and robustness.
Still, these two are contradictory and required to withstand printing and scanning operations [5],
significantly challenging text image watermarking algorithms [6]. Images will encounter various
attacks during the printing and scanning, and the pixel information of images will be lost to different
degrees. The general digital watermarking algorithm is difficult to resist the print-scan attack well.
It cannot guarantee that the watermark can be extracted successfully after the print scan. Therefore,
designing a text image watermarking algorithm that can better resist print scanning attacks is necessary
to achieve secure and reliable copyright protection for text images.

Researchers have proposed various text image watermarking methods. However, the robustness of
the watermark against print scanning attacks still needs to be improved, which hinders the application
of text image watermarking against print scanning attacks in practical scenarios. Text images have a
single pixel value and few redundant data, making embedding watermarks in text images more difficult
than in other carriers. The complexity of the print scanning process, which includes multiple attacks,
poses a significant challenge to watermarking research against print scanning attacks. By studying
existing text image watermarking techniques that resist print scanning attacks and aiming at the
problems existing in existing processes, this paper proposes a new text image watermarking algorithm
that improves the robustness of the watermark against print scanning attacks while ensuring that the
watermark is visually invisible, enhancing the practical value of the technology.

In recent years, deep learning has developed very rapidly. Some researchers use the powerful
feature processing and inductive bias capabilities of deep understanding to perform classification tasks
[7,8]. Subsequently, deep learning was incorporated into watermarks, using neural networks instead
of manual methods to embed secret information [9,10]. Keskinarkaus et al. [11] introduced a noise
layer to achieve robustness in watermark images and used attack simulation for adversarial training,
achieving good robustness and imperceptibility. Jia et al. [10] proposed a method of mixing simulated
JPEG and real JPEG into the noise layer to attack JPEG noise so that the encoded image can achieve
high robustness to JPEG compression. The current deep learning-based methods are adaptable and
can train different specific codecs based on input noise. However, the learning-based watermarking
method is not highly targeted and cannot provide high-precision feedback on certain types of noise.
Therefore, manual algorithm design is more advantageous for anti-print scanning noise.

In this paper, we propose an image enhancement and DWT-SVD-based anti-print-scan water-
marking algorithm, which has good anti-print-scan properties, invisibility, and robustness. The
algorithm in this paper mainly solves the problem that existing algorithms cannot guarantee the
invisibility of watermarks based on anti-print-scan. The innovative work in this paper is as follows.

1. For text images, firstly, pre-processing operations are performed for image segmentation,
binarization, removal of some independent noise generated during printing and scanning, etc. The
threshold segmentation operation and binarization operation reduce the computation of the subse-
quent pre-processing process, the removal of independent noise and interference line operation reduce
the interference to the experiment by eliminating some invalid bit information, and enhance the
visual effect of the watermark embedding to find The watermark embedding procedure minimizes
the interference of the investigation by removing some weak bits of information.
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2. The singular values of the watermark image and the original image are algebraically and arith-
metically for the watermark embedding part. The embedding is performed with different embedding
strengths for additional text images to have better embedding effects.

This article is divided into five sections in total, and the summary content of each section is as
follows:

Section 1: This section discusses the background and significance of anti-print scanning text
image watermarking research, summarizes the current research status and problems of text image
watermarking technology, and proposes targeted solutions to these problems.

Section 2: Introduce the development status of transform domain text image watermarking
algorithms at home and abroad.

Section 3: Introduce the specific steps of image enhancement processing and the watermark
embedding and extraction scheme.

Section 4: Introduce evaluation indicators and conduct some common attack tests.

Section 5: Summary and Outlook. Summarize the full text of the work, pointing out the highlights
and shortcomings of the research work and subsequent improvement plans.

2 Related Works

This paper is about the transform domain anti-print-scan watermarking algorithm. The develop-
ment status of the anti-print-scan watermarking algorithm is as follows.

Keskinarkaus et al. [11] proposed a blind method to embed multibit watermarks in images, robust
to various geometry attacks and print-scan processes. A message sequence was mapped to a directional
angle of a periodic pattern, which was then embedded into image blocks. But the watermark capacity
was low, and the embedding strength needed to be continuously adjusted. Huang et al. [12] proposed a
high-capacity text image watermarking technique against printing and scanning processes. Firstly, this
method was based on the print-scan invariant. The Fourier descriptor flipped the trivial pixel points
with high-frequency information on the character boundary. Next, a quadratic quantization function
was proposed to embed watermark information of multiple bits for a single character. Finally, the
Quick Response (QR) code, which had a significant information capacity, robust error correction
ability, and high decoding reliability, was researched. By using the QR code as the watermark
information, we can reduce the impact of the bit error rate during watermark extraction, and the
robustness of the watermark information can be improved. But the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
was at most 30. Han et al. [13] proposed a digital watermarking algorithm that combines discrete
wavelet transform and singular value decomposition. First, the low-frequency subgraphs of DWT
were decomposed into SVDs, and then the watermark sequence was embedded into distinct values.
Experiments showed that the algorithm was robust to printing scanning, could determine whether
there was a second copy, and could meet the requirements of printing anti-counterfeiting. However,
the watermark embedding strength of this method was meagre, which was 0.1 and 0.2. Tan et al. [6]
proposed a new text image watermarking scheme based on contour features for printing and scanning
processes. It adopted a mathematical multiplication transformation model to approximate geometric
invariant features that could withstand various attacks during the printing scanning process, thus
serving as reference points for watermark embedding and extraction. The experimental results showed
that this method is more comprehensive than specific languages and had better robustness, watermark
transparency, and hiding ability than existing methods. But the computational workload was large,
and there was a significant computational cost. Wang et al. [14] proposed an algorithm based on the
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principle of colour space transformation. Firstly, the Neugebauer model separated the spot colour
channels from the original image. Then the Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) algorithm was used
to transform the spot colour channels of the picture. The watermark was embedded in the singular
values of the first level IWT decomposition subband. Using the Arnold algorithm and encryption
technology to enhance the algorithm’s security, a series of experiments showed that the algorithm
could effectively resist spot colour distortion attacks during the printing and scanning process and
had good imperceptibility. However, the robustness of the algorithm needed to be improved, and it
cannot balance imperceptibility and robustness well. Cu et al. [15] proposed a watermarking algorithm
based on fully convolutional networks for handwritten documents. This algorithm first preprocessed
handwritten documents by replacing the average value of document content with a high-intensity
grayscale value. Then, the document was converted into a standard form to minimize geometric
distortion. Next, the complete convolutional network (FCN) was used to detect the document
watermark used to hide secret information. The FCN method used for document layout segmentation
was adjusted to solve the problem of watermark area detection. Finally, the data-hiding process was
performed by dividing the grey value of each connected object within the watermark area into two
groups, To carry a watermark bit. This algorithm had been tested on various handwritten documents.
It achieved high performance in imperceptibility and robustness to distortion caused by JPEG
compression, geometric transformations, and printing and scanning processes. But this algorithm
required many datasets to train the model and cannot resist complex attacks. Zhao et al. [16] proposed
an elastic watermarking algorithm that combined stable local feature regions and DWT-SVD. The
algorithm was mainly divided into two parts. The first part was constructing local feature regions,
and the second was embedding watermark information repeatedly. The experimental results showed
that the algorithm had achieved good results in resisting conventional attacks, printing, and scanning.
Still, the watermark extracted by the algorithm had poor imperceptibility, and there was much noise
and distortion. Ahmad et al. [17] proposed an algorithm for printed images based on perceptual
image hashing, Wave Atomic Transform (WAT), and watermarking technology. The authenticity
and copyright of printed images should be verified through image hashing and digital watermarking
techniques, which were resilient to distortion during the printing and scanning process. This algorithm
cannot balance robustness and differentiation strength well, and it was computationally cumbersome
and had a significant time cost.

Wang et al. [18] proposed a fusion font-based anti-printing and scanning watermarking algorithm,
mainly using a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to fuse multiple fonts to encode and replace
the original fonts in the file to achieve the embedding of watermark information. In addition to
resisting printing and scanning attacks, the watermark had a good capacity but could not balance
robustness with invisibility of the watermark. Mu et al. [19] proposed an algorithm to determine
the digital watermark embedding environment, using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and SVD
algorithms to embed the extracted image several times in different settings to determine the best
embedding environment. The test results have a peak signal-to-noise ratio greater than 30 and a
normalization factor greater than 0.8. Chen et al. [20] proposed an algorithm to embed a blind
watermark into a print image that can be detected by a neural network, to achieve an anti-counterfeit
watermark. Compared with other common watermarking, the algorithm had a good watermark
display effect compared with other standard watermarking methods, but the algorithm’s robustness
needed to be improved.
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As can be seen from the above literature, the existing anti-print scanning watermarking algorithms
can resist specific print scanning attacks. Still, they cannot consider the invisibility and anti-attack
capabilities of the watermark. Moreover, some algorithms, such as the zero-watermark algorithm
and the algorithm based on print scanning invariant, have a large amount of computation, high
computational cost, a long training time of the algorithm model based on neural networks, poor
timeliness, etc. So how to enhance the invisibility of watermarks while resisting print scanning attacks,
further enhance watermark capacity, reduce computational costs, and improve timeliness has become
an urgent problem to be solved.

3 Proposed Methods

The spatial domain watermarking algorithm modifies the image’s pixel value while embedding the
watermark, quickly leading to image distortion and low robustness. Text images subjected to various
attacks cause pixel values to change while the watermark changes. Therefore, this paper adopts a
transform domain watermarking algorithm. The LL component after DWT transformation has good
robustness, and the SVD algorithm [21] has structural stability and rotational invariance, making the
algorithm better resistant to print scanning attacks while improving the invisibility of the watermark.

An image is a matrix (colour images are multiple matrices), with the number of rows and columns
of the matrix representing the image size and the matrix elements representing the image pixel values.
The image is transformed through DWT to obtain approximate and detailed matters of the original
information. The image is decomposed into four parts: high-frequency subband HH1, intermediate
subband LH1, intermediate subband HL1, and low-frequency subband LL1. The decomposed high
frequency subbands represent the image’s details, edges, and texture features, and the human eye is not
sensitive to this part. Embedding watermarks in this part can achieve sound-hiding effects, but high-
frequency components are challenging to resist noise and image processing pollution and need to be
more robust. Therefore, most of the feature information contained in the image is concentrated in the
low frequency subband. Embedding a watermark in this section can resist the most common image
noise interference and has good robustness. The DWT transformation diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The DWT transformation diagram

Image quality in the printing and scanning process affects more factors, not only involves the
printer scanner machine performance and parameters. At the same time, some human operations will
also have a more significant impact on image quality. The printing and scanning process, including
the image from continuous tone to halftone conversion process, also includes a series of non-digital
transformation processes. The printing and scanning may lead to severe image distortion, and the
watermark information can also cause damage. Although the image scanned by printing is visually
similar to the original, its internal image quality and pixel values are severely damaged. The anti-print-
scan digital watermark must further improve the robustness and stability of the print-scan process. By
analyzing the transformation of the image before and after it is subjected to print scanning, the most
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suitable location for embedding the watermark is found to prevent severe damage to the watermark
information [22].

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [21], a tool of linear algebra, is used to decompose
orthogonal matrices. Assuming the matrix A is a m × n real number matrix, the formula for singular
value decomposition of matrix A is shown by Eqs. (1) and (2).

A = U
(

D 0
0 0

)
V T (1)

A =
⎡
⎢⎣

u11 · · · u1m

...
. . .

...
um1 · · · umm

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

σ1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · σn

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

v11 · · · v1n

...
. . .

...
vn1 · · · vnn

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)

where U is m×m orthogonal matrix, V T is n×n orthogonal matrix, T represents matrix transposition,
D = diag (σ1, σ2, . . . , σn) is a diagonal matrix of a non negative real number, satisfies σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn,
and the value at the position of diagonal D is the singular value of matrix A.

SVD has been widely used in signal processing. From the perspective of image processing, on the
one hand, the singular value matrix of the image has good stability. When little interference is applied
to the image, the unique values generally do not change significantly; On the other hand, the singular
value matrix represents the image’s intrinsic characteristics. The image’s visual effect does not change
significantly when the distinct value changes. Therefore, embedding watermark information in the
singular values of images can achieve strong robustness and solve the problem of wavelet transform
being difficult to resist geometric attacks. Combining the two can meet the requirements of invisibility
and improve the watermark’s robustness.

The image will be converted from a digital signal to an analogue signal in printing. In the
conversion process, the loss of vision is inevitable; on the other hand, because the image is printed
on paper, and the paper is through the ink dot to present the image information, the size of the ink
dot can be used to replace the image of the hierarchy. Halftone images can cause drastic changes in the
local details of the image, which is mainly reflected in the high-frequency information, and the change
in the thickness of the ink dots will blur the performance of the complex areas of the texture, thus
affecting the image’s visual quality and pixel values. Therefore, this article utilizes a series of image
enhancement processing to eliminate the impact of print scanning on copyright verification of text
images as much as possible. The specific implementation scheme is as follows.

3.1 Image Enhancement Processing

This paper carries out a series of preprocessing operations on the image, such as threshold
segmentation, binary processing, removing independent noise points, and removing edge interference
lines. The specific process is as follows:

(1) Threshold segmentation: find an appropriate grey level by calculating variance to divide the
image’s foreground and background image. Because variance is a measure of the uniformity of grey
distribution, the more significant the between-class variance between the background and foreground,
the more influential the difference between the two parts of the image. In the images used in the
experiment, the text and background occupy different grey levels, and a small number of images
are disturbed by external light. Then we use variance calculation to obtain a dynamic threshold for
segmentation. However, threshold segmentation can compress a large amount of data and put it first
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in the preprocessing process. After threshold segmentation, the amount of calculation can be reduced
for the subsequent preprocessing process.

(2) Binarization can convert grey ideas into binary images. Set the grey pixel level more significant
than a particular critical grey value as the maximum grey level and set the grey pixel level less than
this value as the minimum grey level to realize binarization. Binarization converts the grey image
into a binary image, simplifies the image data, reduces the amount of data, and further reduces the
computational complexity of the picture.

(3) Remove independent noise: Removing some independent noise generated during printing and
scanning determines whether more than 2 pixels are white at a pixel’s top, bottom, left and right
positions. If so, set its pixel value to 0.

(4) Remove edge interference lines: Some interference lines will be removed after printing and
scanning the text image’s edge. The images used were analyzed before the experiment. Most examples
show that there are still many invalid pixel points in the space of the image in general. Therefore, we
add the noise reduction operation in the preprocessing process, judge whether the centre pixel point
is an invalid pixel point through the edge pixel, and then eliminate the invalid bit information in the
image to reduce the interference to the experiment. At the same time, it improves the visual effect after
watermark embedding.

The whole flow chart of pretreatment is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Pretreatment flow chart

The enhanced text image after text image preprocessing is shown in Figs. 3 to 6.

Figure 3: Print scanned announcements
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Figure 4: Preprocessed announcement

Figure 5: Print scanned electronic invoice
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Figure 6: Preprocessed electronic invoice

3.2 Watermark Embedding Process

The watermark embedding process is shown in Fig. 7, and the specific description is as follows:

Step 1: Grayscale the text image, or select one of the R, G, and B channels as the original text
image S.

Step 2: Grayscale the watermark image W, and the watermark image is resized to obtain a
preprocessed watermark image W1. After reshaping, the watermark image W1 is 1/16 of the size of
the original text image S (equal to the size of the LL subband after two DWT transformations).

Step 3: Perform the first-order DWT transformation on the original text image to obtain the LL1
component, and then perform the second-order DWT transformation on the LL1 element to get the
LL2 detail.

Step 4: The singular value Sw of the watermark image is obtained by SVD transformation of the
LL2 component of the original text image [23]. The transformed U and V matrices are saved to restore
the extracted watermark’s image.

Step 5: Set the embedding strength to A. The singular value Sy obtained from the singular value
decomposition of the reconstructed watermark image W1 is saved for verification during extraction.
The algebraic sum operation is performed with the particular value Sw of the watermark image,
according to the mean by Eq. (3).
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Smark = Sy + A · Sw (3)

Step 6: Get changed LL2′. Two inverse DWT transformations obtain the text image containing
the watermark.

Figure 7: Watermark embedding flow chart

3.3 Watermark Extraction

The watermark extraction process is shown in Fig. 8, and the specific description is as follows:

Step 1: DWT transform the text image containing watermark twice [24] to obtain the component
LL2′.

Step 2: SVD transformation of LL2′ component to obtain singular value Sy_wmv, combined with
the Sy obtained during the embedding process, the extraction process of the component S is shown by
Eq. (4).

S (i, j) = Sy_wmv (i, j) − S_y (i, j)
A

(4)

Step 3: After obtaining the S component of the watermark, combine the U and V components of the
watermark image saved during the embedding process to multiply the singular matrix by U ·S ·V . The
watermark image w is obtained.

Figure 8: Watermark extraction flow chart

4 Experimental Analyses

Watermarking algorithms are usually measured in terms of invisibility and robustness, which are
mutually constrained. A good watermarking algorithm should balance robustness and invisibility and
improve watermark robustness while ensuring watermark invisibility.
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4.1 Introduction to Experimental Environment

With multimedia development, documents that use electronic forms as information carriers
have become mainstream, such as invoice vouchers, important announcements from government
agencies, and papers with personal copyright. Most of them are printed, published, or disseminated in
electronic form. However, existing technologies are prone to copying and forging such important image
files through scanning, and if the tampered information is spread, it will cause incalculable losses.
Therefore, embedding watermarks in these essential files can effectively protect the copyright of the
files and prevent them from being maliciously modified by attackers. When electronic files containing
watermarks are printed, even if scanned and altered by an attacker, the watermark information can
be fully extracted during verification, protecting copyright content such as invoices, announcements,
and papers.

In this paper, simulation experiments are done on the Matlab platform. The original images used
in this experiment are not only standard grayscale images and colour images but also some screenshots
of electronic invoices and screenshots of the thesis. The watermarked images are 64 × 64 and 128 × 128,
256 × 256 grayscale images, and the original images and watermarked images used in this experiment
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Original images used in the experiment ((a) Lena; (b) Paper screenshot; (c) Announcement
with handwritten signature; (d) Screenshot of electronic invoice; (e) Screenshot of announcement;
(f) Lake)
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Figure 10: Watermark image used in the experiment ((a) cman; (b) fingerprint; (c) loco)

Figs. 9a, 9e are color images, 9b, 9c, 9e, 9f are grayscale images, 9c has handwritten content, and
9d is an electronic invoice with a seal.

Figs. 10a–10c are the cman diagrams, fingerprint diagram and loco diagram in the standard
grayscale image.

4.2 Algorithm Performance Test

The performance test mainly includes the watermark extraction effect test for printing and
scanning. This paper adopts the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [25], Structural Similarity
(SSIM), and Normalized Correlation coefficient (NC) [25] as the experimental result metric criteria.
The invisibility of the watermark is proportional to the quality of the image, and the higher the
quality of the image, the stronger the invisibility of the watermark. The quality of the recovered image
determines the recovery quality of the fragile watermarking scheme with recovery capability. If the
recovered image quality is good, the recovery capability of the delicate watermarking scheme is good.
Image quality metrics are generally measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), normalized
correlation coefficient (NC) [26], and structural similarity (SSIM). The three metrics peak signal-to-
noise ratio structural similarity and NC are described below.

Assume the original image size is M × N. Then PSNR can be defined as Eq. (5).

PSNR = 10 log10

(
MI

2 × M × N∑M

x=0

∑N

y=0 (I1 (x, y) − I2 (x, y))
2

)
(5)

where, MI is the maximum pixel value of the image, which is generally 255, and I1 and I2 are the two
images to be compared.

SSIM is a measure of the similarity between two images. SSIM can be defined by Eq. (6).

SSIM (I1, I2) = (2μ1μ2 + C1) (2σ12 + C2)(
μ2

1 + μ2
2 + C1

) (
σ 2

1 + σ 2
2 + C2

) (6)

Among them, μ1 and μ2 are the average of I1 and I2, σ 2
1 and σ 2

2 are the variances of I1 and I2, σ12 are
the covariance of I1 and I2, and C1 and C2 are the variables of stable division with weak denominator.
The value range of SSIM is −1∼1, and 1 is the best.
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NC is a measure of the similarity between two signals. NC can be defined by Eq. (7).

NC =
∑

i

∑
j IijI

′
ij

M × N
(7)

where, Iij and I ′
ij are the values of the position (ij) of the image. M and N are the dimensions of the

image.

Robustness refers to the ability to extract relatively complete watermark information from an
embedded image after various attacks.

Generally, Bit Error Ratio (BER) [27] is used to evaluate the robustness of the watermark. The
ability of the watermark algorithm to resist various attacks is judged by calculating the proportion
of error bits in the extracted watermark. BER is inversely proportional to the robustness of the
watermark, and its calculation formula is shown in Eq. (8).

BER = err
n

× 100% (8)

4.2.1 Watermark Embedding and Extraction Effect Test Without Attack

The algorithm experiment without any attack and processing is carried out in this paper to verify
the visual invisibility of the algorithm. The original image is shown in Fig. 11. The experiment results
in the watermark image and the extracted watermark image, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Figure 11: Original images

Figure 12: Watermaked image
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Figure 13: Extracted image

The embedding strength A of the watermark in the experiment is 0.75, and the level of embedding
strength will affect human eye vision and the calculation of image feature values [28]. From the effect
of the image with the watermark in Fig. 12.

As shown in Table 1, the average PSNR of the embedded watermarked image is 47.9285 dB, and
the lowest PSNR is 47.2572 dB with high image invisibility. The average NC of the extracted watermark
is 0.9815, and the lowest NC is 0.9716 with high accuracy.

Table 1: Test result of different images embedded watermark

Image name Lena Paper
screenshot

Announcement
screenshot

Electronic
invoice

Handwritten
signature screenshot

Lake

PSNR 48.4532 47.5264 47.4525 48.5652 47.2572 48.3162
NC 0.9967 0.9716 0.9835 0.9826 0.9723 0.9826

4.2.2 Watermark Embedding Effect Test under Different Embedding Intensities

The watermark embedding strength selected in this experiment is 0.1, 0.5 and 0.75, respectively,
and the embedding effect is shown in Fig. 14.

The image quality under different embedding intensities in Fig. 13 is reflected by the PSNR, as
shown in Table 2.

Generally speaking, if the PSNR of the watermarked image is greater than 36 dB, the visual system
of human eyes cannot distinguish the traces of the watermark. As shown in Table 2, the PSNR of the
watermarked image is greater than 36 dB for all embedding intensities in the table, indicating that
the watermark’s invisibility is better. It can be seen from Table 2 that for the handwritten signature,
the image quality is highest when the embedding intensity is 0.5, and for other experimental images, the
quality is highest when the embedding intensity is 0.1. The algorithm can flexibly adjust the embedding
intensity for different images to achieve the best embedding effect.
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Figure 14: ((a)–(c) Announcement screenshot; (d)–(f) Paper screenshot; (g)–(i) Lake; (j)–(l) Handwrit-
ten signature)

Table 2: PSNR of image under different embedding intensity

A/Image name Announcement screenshot Paper screenshot Lake Handwritten signature

0.1 49.4892 48.7312 48.5636 43.9374
0.5 45.9372 44.4526 46.3526 48.9282
0.75 42.9467 42.2574 43.5376 42.7264
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4.2.3 Anti-Print Scanning Test

For the embedded image, the watermark quality extracted after printing and scanning is reflected
by the NC. The watermark is extracted from the embedded image in Fig. 14, and its NC is calculated
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: NC for watermark extraction after printing and scanning

A/Image name Announcement screenshot Paper screenshot Lake Handwritten signature

0.1 0.9582 0.9524 0.9668 0.9495
0.5 0.9642 0.9638 0.9734 0.9526
0.75 0.9874 0.9832 0.9932 0.9575

As shown in Table 3, the average NC of the watermark extracted after the printing and scanning
attack is 0.9669, and the watermark algorithm has high invisibility. The minimum NC is 0.9495, and
the size of the NC is proportional to the embedding strength. The NC change diagram of watermark
extraction after printing and scanning is shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 15: NC change diagram for watermark extraction after printing and scanning

4.2.4 Anti-Attack Test

Digital information will be subject to various attacks during transmission, and the embedded
watermark information will be damaged to a certain extent after being attacked [29]. The following
attack experiments are conducted on the image with a watermark. The attack types include speckle
noise, Joint Photographic Experts Group JPEG compression, sharpening attack, salt and pepper noise,
and JPEG2000 compression. The embedded strength in the test is 0.75.

Speckle Noise

Speckle noise is a significant feature of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging system. It
originates from the random scattering in the basic resolution unit. It is shown as small spots related
to the image’s signal, which reduces the image quality and seriously affects image segmentation,
classification, and target detection information extraction. As shown in Fig. 16, the watermark image
and watermark extraction result are after the speckle noise attack.
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Figure 16: Watermarked image and watermark extraction results after speckle noise attack

The watermarked image after being attacked by speckle noise is shown in Fig. 16a, with PSNR
of 35.4092 and SSIM of 0.87631; The NC of the watermark extracted after the speckle noise attack is
0.99371.

JPEG Compression

JPEG is lossy compression, this process for images containing watermarks will lose a lot of
important information, and there will be some impact on the extraction of watermarks. Still, this lost
part is part of human vision is not easily perceived [30,31]. It takes full advantage of the human eye
not being sensitive to the high-frequency information part of the computer colour to save significantly
the data that needs processing [32–35]. Fig. 17 shows the JPEG compression attack after containing
the watermarked image and the watermark extraction results.

The watermarked image after the JPEG compression attack is shown in Fig. 17a, with PSNR of
35.5959 and SSIM of 0.91854; The watermark NC extracted after the JPEG compression attack is
0.99437.

Salt and Pepper Noise

Pepper noise, also known as impulse noise, is a type of noise often seen in images. It is a random
appearance of white or black dots, either as black pixels in bright areas or white pixels in dark places (or
both). Pepper noise can be caused by sudden and intense interference with the image signal, analogous
digital converters, or bit transfer errors. As shown in Fig. 18, the watermark-containing image and
watermark extraction results after the pretzel noise attack are shown.

The watermarked image after being attacked by salt and pepper noise is shown in Fig. 18a, with
PSNR of 35.0048 and SSIM of 0.97112; The NC of the watermark extracted after salt and pepper
noise attack is 0.99539.
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Figure 17: Watermarked image and watermark extraction result after JPEG compression attack

Figure 18: Watermarked image and watermark extraction results after salt and pepper noise attack
((a) Watermarked image after salt and pepper noise attack; (b) Watermarks extracted after salt and
pepper noise attack)
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JPEG2000 Compression

JPEG2000 is an image compression standard based on wavelet transform. It is often considered
the next-generation image compression standard to replace JPEG (based on discrete cosine transform)
in the future. JPEG2000 has a higher compression ratio and does not produce the blocky blurring
imperfections created by the original JPEG standard based on discrete cosine transform. JPEG2000
supports both lossy and lossless compression. Fig. 19 shows the result of the JPEG compression attack
with watermarked images and watermark extraction.

Figure 19: Watermarked image and watermark extraction results after JPEG2000 compression attack
((a) Watermarked image after JPEG2000 attack; (b) Watermarks extracted after JPEG2000 attacks)

The watermarked image after being attacked by JPEG2000 noise is shown in Fig. 19a, with a
PSNR of 37.9741 and SSIM of 0.93591; The NC of the watermark extracted after the JPEG2000
noise attack is 0.99598.

From the above four attack tests, it can be seen that the average PSNR of the watermark image
after the attack is 35.996, and the average SSIM is 0.92547; The average NC of the extracted watermark
image is 0.9948. The experimental results show that the algorithm has good robustness under different
attacks and has the most vital ability to resist JPEG2000 compression attacks.

NC of Image Embedded with Different Size Watermarks under Various Attacks

In this experiment, the screenshot of the paper is selected as the original image, and the embedding
strength is 0.75. The watermark images of different sizes are embedded, and the dimensions are respec-
tively 64 × 64, 128 × 128 and 256 × 256. And we perform various attack tests on the original image
containing the watermark image, such as JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression, Gaussian low-
pass filtering, and median filtering attacks. Calculate the NC of the watermark extracted after the
attack, as shown in Fig. 20.
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Figure 20: Extract the NC result of the watermark image after being attacked ((a) JPEG compression
attack; (b) JPEG2000 compression; (c) Gaussian low-pass filtering attack; (d) Median filter attack)

Generally speaking, if the PSNR of the watermarked image is greater than 36 dB, the visual system
of human eyes cannot distinguish the traces of the watermark. As shown in Table 2, the PSNR of the
watermarked image is greater than 36 dB for all embedding intensities in the table, indicating that
the watermark’s invisibility is better. It can be seen from Table 2 that for the handwritten signature,
the image quality is highest when the embedding intensity is 0.5, and for other experimental images, the
quality is highest when the embedding intensity is 0.1. The algorithm can flexibly adjust the embedding
intensity for different images to achieve the best embedding effect.

Comparative Analysis

The article [20] is to find a way to embed a blind watermark into images for printing which is
against print-and-scan but can be detected by the neural network to realize a kind of anti-counterfeit
watermark. During the screening, two different types of dithering were used to fuse each pixel of the
binary watermark with the host images into halftone ones. Based on the set of sample pairs of the
printed-and-scanned image with the watermark and the watermark data, a back propagation (BP)
neural network was trained to embed watermark information. Our proposed method showed the best
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watermark display effect compared to standard watermarking techniques, such as pixel embedding
and local gird-adding. It offers a print-and-scan (PS) resilient watermarking scheme based on the
mean of DCT coefficients (MDC) for a fixed AC frequency of image in the article [31] and a zero-
watermarking algorithm based on visual cryptography and matrix norm in the paper [32]. Conduct
Gaussian noise attack, salt, pepper noise attack, JPEG attack, and print scan attack on these four
algorithms, respectively. The original image is 512 × 512 Lena images, and the watermark images in
articles [20,31,35] are 32 × 32 sizes. The watermark image in this paper is 128 × 128. The embedded
intensity of 256 images is 0.75. The comparative data of these algorithms are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Data comparison between this algorithm and other algorithms

Algorithm Anti-Gaussian
noise

Salt and pepper
noise resistance

Anti-JPEG attack Anti-print
scanning

Watermark
image size

[20] 31.39 0.8738 0.9684 0.9233 32 × 32
[31] 30.6538 0.8006 0.9678 0.9712 32 × 32
This text 32.5389 0.9712 0.9969 0.9785 128 × 128
[35] 19.6234 0.9996 0.9928 0.9933 /
[36] 30.45 0.8942 0.9673 0.9698 64 × 64

In Table 4, the anti-Gaussian noise is represented by the PSNR of the image before and after
the attack, and the anti-salt and pepper noise, anti-JPEG attack, and anti-print scanning attack are
described by the NC of the extracted watermark. It can be seen from Table 4 that the algorithm in
this paper has good resistance to Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise, JPEG attack, and print scan
attack, and the watermark image size of [11,31] algorithm was 32 × 32, the watermark image size
of this algorithm was 128 × 128, which improved the embedding capacity of the watermark while
ensuring the strong robustness and anti-attack ability of the algorithm, and solved the problem that
the existing anti-print scanning watermarking algorithm cannot take into account the robustness
and high watermark embedding capacity. For the algorithm [20], the watermark image size was
64 × 64, the algorithm used a neural network and deep learning tools to improve the detection ability
of the watermark, but the embedded watermark was 64 × 64. This algorithm can better balance
the contradiction between robustness and watermark embedding capacity. The more significant the
amount of embedded information, the more traceable information can be embedded. At the same
time, improving watermark capacity also improved the algorithm’s robustness. In reference [35], it used
a QR code to hide critical information into a credential, then embed it into the credential photo and
combined the wavelet transform and matrix norm to extract the image characteristics and configure
invariance of the print-scanning. Next, it combined visual cryptography and digital watermark. And
it used one share of the visual cryptography to be saved as a zero-watermark. This algorithm strongly
resisted print scanning attacks, but this generated zero watermarks to protect copyright, increasing the
cost of preserving watermarked images.

In literature [18], the algorithm proposed by Wang et al. takes an average of 14 s to embed
watermark information, while the algorithm only toke less than 1 s to embed the watermark. The
watermark embedding and extraction efficiency were high, and the time cost was saved. Moreover,
preparing the watermarking algorithm based on deep learning was relatively complex and time-
consuming. For example, in literature [18], a certain number of new fonts need to be generated and
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deleted, and font classifiers need to be trained. Moreover, the accuracy of the classifier cannot reach
100%, and the watermark information will fail to be embedded.

The BER of the watermark extracted after various attacks are calculated to verify the algorithm’s
robustness. Robustness verification attacks can be divided into other common attacks and print
scanning attacks. The BER experimental values of watermark images extracted under six different
attacks by the algorithm in this chapter are shown in Table 5. The robustness comparison of the six
attacks is shown in Fig. 20.

Table 5: Comparison of BER experimental data under six attacks

Various attacks/literature [11] [20] [31] This text

Sharpen attack 10.91% 7.46% 7.34% 5.32%
Gaussian noise 12.35% 6.25% 6.23% 5.14%
Median filtered noise 11.63% 6.58% 6.32% 5.32%
JPEG 9.34% 8.32% 6.87% 4.36%
JPEG2000 12.57% 7.89% 7.25% 4.76%
Print Scan Attack 13.52% 7.43% 6.89% 5.98%

As can be seen from Table 5, the mean BER of the algorithm in this chapter is 5.15%, while the
mean BER of the literature [11,20,31] are 11.72%, 7.32%, and 6.82%, respectively. The BER mean
value of the algorithm in this chapter has decreased by 56.1%, 29.6%, and 24.5%, respectively, based
on the literature [11,20,31], indicating that the algorithm in this chapter has better resistance to the six
attacks as a whole, and its robustness has been dramatically improved.

Performance Comparison

From Table 6, it can be seen that the performance of this article is similar to that of reference 38
when subjected to median filtering noise. However, the performance of other attacks, such as Gaussian
noise attacks, JPEG attacks, and print scan attacks, is significantly higher than that of the algorithm
in reference 38 in extracting watermarks. It can be seen that the performance of deep learning methods
is far inferior to our method after targeted training, and the training time of deep learning methods
is longer and the computational cost is higher. The watermark capacity of deep learning methods is
mostly 64 × 1. The capacity of our method is much greater than that of deep learning methods. Even
in unfair comparisons, our method is superior.

Table 6: Comparison of extraction accuracy with reference [37]

Various attacks/literature [37] This text

Median filtered noise 94.5% 94.68%
Gaussian noise 91.8% 94.86%
JPEG 93.7% 95.64%
Print Scan Attack 92.56% 94.02%
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper combines image enhancement to embed a watermark in the transform domain and
combines the DWT algorithm with the SVD algorithm to propose a digital watermarking algorithm
suitable for text images to resist print scanning. This algorithm embeds a watermark by combining
DWT-SVD so that the image with the watermark can still be extracted completely after printing
and scanning and has good watermark capacity. The algorithm in this paper embeds watermarks
of different sizes. The results show that the algorithm has good imperceptibility while embedding
watermark information with a large capacity. For attacks such as JPEG compression, JPEG2000
compression, Gaussian low-pass filtering, median filtering, and print scanning, the average NC of
the watermark extracted by the algorithm in this paper is above 0.93, which shows that the algorithm
has high robustness and anti-attack ability and improves the capacity of watermark embedding under
the premise of ensuring robustness and invisibility. The next step is to further improve the NC of the
watermark image and make the algorithm effectively process all kinds of data except the image.
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